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Standard Rules and Regulations
1. Make sure you’ve registered yourself to be able to participate in the competition on www.mynep.in
2. The competition is time bound and you can submit your entries in respective competitions from 25th

September 2020 to 2nd October 2020.
3. Discourage the creation of multiple accounts (each individual may only use a single account to enter the  

contest
4. You have to complete the process after registration & submit your entry by uploading your entry on the  

website.
5. It is mandatory to mention our handle (@MyNEPin) & hashtag (#NewNEPNewIndia) in your social

media update so we can track all the entries.
6. Make sure your entries make use of topics relevant to the contest (MyNEP)

7. Adhere to applicable laws and regulations of Social Media with regard to prohibited content and

trademarked content

8. Follow Content Boundaries – Intellectual Property (no plagiarism)
9. Contestants to use given hashtag only for the purpose of competition and not else-wise
10. You are free to use English/Hindi or any other regional language while participating in any of the  

competitions
11. A participant can participate in one or more competitions at the same time with single registration

http://www.mynep.in/


CATEGORY-I: For 9th to 12th Standard

1. You are free to make digital/handmade poster around the theme (NEP)
2. You can make any form of painting - color/sketch/cartoon as per your interest
3. You can choose any size or type of paper you need to make your painting
4. One participant can post only one single painting and not more
5. The designs should be original
6. You are promoted to post a scanned/clicked photo of  your painting/poster 

along with the hashtag #NewNEPNewIndia and tag us  @MyNEPin on 
Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

1. Painting Competition



CATEGORY-I: For 9th to 12th Standard

1. One must use positive images to illustrate their point
2. Use of obscene images, abusive words or any similar content is strictly

prohibited
3. You are promoted to post the photo of your meme  along with the 

hashtag #NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on  
Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

2. Meme Making Competition



CATEGORY-I: For 9th to 12th Standard

1. The letter must be addressed to The Prime Minister
2. The letter can be both handwritten or typed
3. There is no word limit
4. The content of the letter should strictly adhere to the theme of the  

competition, i.e., National Education Policy
5. You are promoted to post a scanned/clicked/typed  photo of your letter 

along with the hashtag #NewNEPNewIndia and tag us  @MyNEPin on 
Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

3. Letter To The Prime Minister Competition3. 



CATEGORY-I: For 9th to 12th Standard

1. The video of your speech can be recorded in any language
2. The video must not be more than 2 minutes
3. The video must be shot from your rear camera and NOT by the front  

camera
4. Use of any unparliamentary language is strictly prohibited failing to which,  

your participation will stand cancelled
5. You are promoted to post the video along with the  hashtag 

#NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on Facebook/Twitter/  
Instagram

4. Two Mins Speech Competition



CATEGORY-I: For 9th to 12th Standard

1. The essay must not be more than 300 words
2. The content of the essay should strictly adhere to the theme of the

competition, i.e., National Education Policy
3. You are promoted to post a scanned/screenshot/clicked photo of your 

essay along with the hashtag  #NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on 
Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

5. Short Essay Competition



CATEGORY II: Undergraduate or Above

1. The content of the video can be made in any language
2. The video/short film must not be longer than 2.20 mins (140 seconds)
3. Use of any unparliamentary language is strictly prohibited failing to which,  

your participation will stand cancelled
4. You are promoted to post the video along with the  hashtag 

#NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on Facebook/Twitter/  
Instagram

1. Short Film Competition



CATEGORY II: Undergraduate or Above

1. You are free to make digital design using any software/online platform like
corel, illustrator, photoshop, canva, sparkol, etc.

2. You can make any form of digital design using color/sketch/cartoon as per  
your interest around the theme of the competition

3. One participant can post only one single digital design and not more
4. The designs should be original
5. You are promoted to post the digital poster along with  the hashtag 

#NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on  Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

2. Digital Designing Competition



CATEGORY II: Undergraduate or Above

1. Your essay must be posted in a tweet thread (minimum number of tweets
in a thread-8)

2. The content of the essay should strictly adhere to the theme of the  
competition, i.e, National Education Policy

3. The final submission must be posted in a thread starting with the hashtag  
#NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

3. 8 Tweet Thread



CATEGORY II: Undergraduate or Above

1. You must strictly adhere to the theme of the competition* The painting must be
handmade

2. You can make any form of painting- color/sketch/cartoon as per your interest
3. You can choose any size or type of paper you need to make your painting
4. One participant can post only one single painting and not more* The designs  

should be original
5. You are promoted to post a scanned/clicked photo of your  painting/poster 

along with the hashtag #NewNEPNewIndia and tag us  @MyNEPin on 
Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

4. Handmade Painting Competition



CATEGORY II: Undergraduate or Above

1. One must use positive images to illustrate their point
2. Use of obscene images, abusive words or any similar content is strictly

prohibited
3. You are promoted to post the photo of your meme along  with the hashtag 

#NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on  Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

5. Meme Making Competition



CATEGORY III: Citizen’s Category (Open for All)

1. The content of the video can be made in any language
2. The video/short film must not be longer than 2.20 mins (140 seconds)
3. Use of any unparliamentary language is strictly prohibited failing to which, your  

participation will stand cancelled
4. You are promoted to post the video along with the hashtag  #NewNEPNewIndia 

and tag us @MyNEPin on Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

1. Short Film Competition



CATEGORY III: Citizen’s Category (Open for All)

1. You are free to make digital design using any software/online platform like corel,
illustrator, photoshop, canva, sparkol, etc.

2. You can make any form of digital design using color/sketch/cartoon as per your  
interest around the theme of the competition

3. One participant can post only one single digital design and not more
4. The designs should be original
5. You are promoted to post the digital poster along with the  hashtag 

#NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on Facebook/Twitter/  Instagram

2. Digital Designing Competition



CATEGORY III: Citizen’s Category (Open for All)

1. Your essay must be posted in a tweet thread (minimum number of tweets in a
thread-8)

2. The content of the essay should strictly adhere to the theme of the competition,  
i.e, National Education Policy

3. The final submission must be posted in a thread starting with the hashtag  
#NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

3. 8 Tweet Thread



CATEGORY III: Citizen’s Category (Open for All)

1. You must strictly adhere to the theme of the competition* The painting must be  
handmade

2. You can make any form of painting- color/sketch/cartoon as per your interest
3. You can choose any size or type of paper you need to make your painting
4. One participant can post only one single painting and not more* The designs

should be original
5. You are promoted to post a scanned/clicked photo of your  painting/poster 

along the hashtag #NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on  
Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

4. Handmade Painting Competition



CATEGORY III: Citizen’s Category (Open for All)

1. One must use positive images to illustrate their point
2. Use of obscene images, abusive words or any similar content is strictly  

prohibited
3. You are promoted to post the photo of your meme along  with the hashtag 

#NewNEPNewIndia and tag us @MyNEPin on  Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram

5. Meme Making Competition



www.mynep.in

@MyNEPin
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Mr. Raunak Gupta (Co-Convenor)- +91 8130250461
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http://www.mynep.in/



